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Liluy Nishmat Miriam Bat Bracha A”h 

 May items that their use is forbidden on Shabbos but are not utensils be 

moved on Shabbos for any purpose? 

 

Items whose use is forbidden on Shabbos are muktze, but may be moved for the 

purpose of their place. However, this leniency does not apply to items that are 

consumed by their use, such as toothpaste. Accordingly, a soap bar, shampoo, 

detergent, standard makeup, and similar items may not be moved for any 

purpose.  

 

Is Tefillin muktze? 

 

According to many Poskim, Tefillin is considered muktze since its use is not 

permitted on Shabbos. Therefore, it should not be moved except for the use of its 

place, such as to gain access to one’s Tallis.  One may, however, handle Tefillin 

in cases of necessity; for example, Tefillin that has fallen may be picked up to 

prevent bizayon of a Dvar Mitzvah, and Tefillin in danger of falling may be 

moved to prevent it.  

 

If a sliding door fell off its hinges, may it be replaced on Shabbos?  

No, it is prohibited to do so. In addition, the door is Muktze since it does not 

currently have any function. Similarly items attached to the house that broke off 

such as a window screen and drain cover may not be returned and are muktze. 

What is the Muktze status of pets and live fish? 

All animals are Muktze, including fish. Therefore, one may not change the water in a 

fish tank on Shabbos. There is a Machlokes HaPoskim whether it is permissible to 

handle the fish tank at all, and according to Rav Moshe Feinstein ztz’l, it is forbidden1.  

Note:  It is forbidden to feed animals on Shabbos unless they are owned by a Jew or 

the food is necessary for their sustenance.2 Therefore, if one wishes to put out 

bread for birds on “Shabbos Shira”, the bread should be put out before 

Shabbos.3 
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2 With the exception of dogs which are permitted to be fed.  
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